
VECTORISING THE SPH CODE

where d is a constant, c is the sound speed, v is the fluid velocity, and p is the
density.
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The Gingold-Monaghan (GM) viscous tensor:

il u : - c'u I p,i(a rQ,i I uzQ?i)

with

qij : rùuijf (huc,,)lQ!/hl,+ p) for u,,r,, <0
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where 0<P<I is a constant and for any function G; we deline
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G,i: (G, + Gj)12. (4 .11)

Zu is such that

(F;)ui," : - 
I mrII uY,w(r i1, h).
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we then consider an isothermal shock problem for a perfect gas analogous to
that considered by Leboeuf et al. fllf. The initial state consists ôf a higtr density
plateau surrounded by a region where the density is lower. The analyticai solutions
can be calculated only for 1D shocks so that we choose an initial symmetry-the
density depends only on the x variable-that leads to an lD solution, although the
calculations are carried with a 2D code:

x < - 7  o r . x > 7  p : q

- 7  < x  < 7 P : 9 ,

The results for each artilicial viscosity are compared in Figs. 3a to 3f. The conclu-
sion regarding the advantages of a given viscosity presents several di{Terences from
those with the shock tube problem (adiabatic) considered by Gingold and
Monaghan l7f and sod [1E]. The first representation shows, for the case without
artificial viscosity, the amplification of the oscillations that can lead to numerical
divergences. The problem is solved by artificial viscosity as is shown by the other
figures. For this type of shock the NR viscosity does not suppress all the oscilla-
tions. The density and velocity proliles are more smoothed by the B than by the
GM, but the GM leads systematically to underestimated velocity values. The linear
combination is comparable to the GM for the smoothing and to the B for the
accuracy of the density values. All tests are carried out with variable size kernels.
The various profiles are given for y:0, but for finite y the results are comparable;
i.e., there is no movement in the y-direction except in the neighbourhood of the
boundaries. Moreover, the same calculation was performed with inversion of the .r-
and y variables and the equivalence of the two directions was checked. We conclude


